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This paper considers continuous time estimation of non-random data corrupted by random 
noise. The strategy employed is to find a linear noncausal estimator whose performance is best 
over a pre-designated class of signals. This estimator will minimize the maximum normalized 
mean square error over input signals belonging to a subset of square-integrable functions on 
[0, T]. Simple suboptimal estimators are introduced and are shown to behave optimally as the 
observation i terval becomes unbounded. An expression for the asymptotic minimax estimation 
error is developed. 
estimation * non-parametric f ltering * minimax estimation * deterministic signal filtering 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we consider filtering of non-random signals corrupted by a sample 
function from a wide sense stationary random process. Non-random in this context 
means that the signaling set over which the estimation is performed lacks the usual 
random descriptors--probability distributions, correlation functions, and spectral 
densities. Instead, the a priori signal set is a subset, G, of square integrable functions 
on the observation i terval [0, T] defined in some convenient manner. The criterion 
of goodness for the estimation is a pessimistic one: Adopt a linear estimation 
procedure, F, and assess the maximum error (a normalized mean square error) over 
the signal set G. Then adjust F to minimize this maximum error. An expression for 
the asymptotic minimax error is found. Simple, suboptimal estimation procedures 
are introduced and shown to behave optimally in the limit, that is, the filtering error 
incurred by their use converges to the asymptotic minimax error. 
The formulation of our problem is similar to those studied in [2, 3, 5]. Conceptually 
our approach is closest allied to Pinsker [5]. By employing both Fourier series and 
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probabilistic techniques, he establishes two results about restoration of signals from 
L2[0, T] corrupted by Gaussian oise. Simple linear estimates of signals are shown 
to be asymptotically optimal on fixed observation intervals in the presence of 
vanishingly small noise or for fixed noise level and unbounded observation times. 
Golubev [2] considers a variation of this continuous time problem. Here the a 
priori signal set consists of all possible outputs of a linear time-invariant etwork 
due to bounded inputs. This deterministic signal is corrupted by additive white 
Gaussian noise. The principle result of his paper is a formula for the asymptotic 
minimax error as the observation i terval becomes unbounded. 
Results on filtering, interpolation and extrapolation of discrete data appear in 
Pinsker and Golubev [3]. The observation model consists of a deterministic signal 
plus a stationary Gaussian sequence with known correlation function r(-). The a 
priori signal set consists of all possible responses of a discrete linear system to 
signals with bounded average nergy. The minimax filtering results are derived by 
a combination of probabilistic and saddle-point arguments. 
The methodology of these three papers is a blend of Fourier and probabilistic 
techniques. The various signal sets are described in frequency terms either directly 
[5] or as a result of a convolution [2, 3]. A Gaussian prior is placed upon the 
deterministic signal set transforming the non-random problem into a standard 
Wiener filtering one. The minimum mean square point error for the Wiener filter is 
easily exhibited and then shown to converge to the asymptotic minimax error. The 
approach of this paper does not require these Bayes' techniques but rather directly 
solves the minimax problem in the transform domain (via complex exponentials) 
and applies the theory of the asymptotic distribution of Toeplitz form eigenvalues. 
This paper is divided into three parts. First, the necessary mathematics i
developed to precisely formulate the filtering problem. Second, an expression for the 
asymptotic minimax error is found by introducing simple suboptimal estimates. The 
performance of such estimates i readily determined and then shown to converge to 
the asymptotic limit. Third, three examples are presented to illustrate the minimax 
filtering principles. 
2. Development 
Consider the following observation model of a non-random signal x(- ) corrupted 
by a stochastic noise process ~:(-) 
y(t)=x(t)+~(t) ,  O<-t<~ T. (2.1) 
The desired signal x(-) is known only to belong to an a priori signaling set G, a 
subset of square-integrable functions on [0, T]. We restrict our attention to linear 
estimates of the signal. Let ~(t) be a linear estimate of x(t) based on observations 
y(t), 0<~ t~< T, and denote the generic linear estimator by F, that is, ~ = Fx. Define 
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a pointwise error criterion 
Io E(x, ~) --a E [x ( t ) -~( t ) ]  2 dt  (2.2) 
where E is the expectation operator. 
Assume that the corrupting noise is a zero mean wide sense stationary stochastic 
process possessing a spectral measure M( . )  and an autocorrelation function r( . ) ,  
r ( , )  = I~  e2~i'x dM()t). (2.3) 
In contrast, the signal x(.  ) is not considered to be a sample function from a stochastic 
process but rather only assumed to lie in some subset of square-integrable functions 
and hence is labeled non-random and/or  deterministic. Since the ensemble mean 
square error is no longer applicable, we adopt a minimax error criterion 
Er  _a_ inf sup E(x, ~); (2.4) 
F x~G 
i.e., F is chosen to minimize the worst case error over the signal set. 
Let L2[O, T] be the Hilbert space of square integrable functions on the time 
interval [0, T] with the standard inner product 
fo (x, y) ~= x( t)y*( t) dt, x, y e L2[0, T]. (2.5) 
The linear estimators F are chosen from the Banach space of all bounded linear 
operators on L2[0, T], designated B(L2[0, T]). B(L2[0, T]) is equipped with the 
uniform topology norm, I1" IIo, i.e. 
Ilfllo sup IIF[x]ll <oo (2.6) 
Lixll o Ilxll 
where I1" II is the standard norm on L2[0, T] derived from the inner product (2.5). 
Designate the normalized maximum filtering error over the observation interval 
[0, T] using the estimation procedure F by J r (F) ,  
1 
Jr(F) a_ sup --  E (x, ~). (2.7) 
x~C T 
In the sequel we investigate linear estimation procedures which minimize this worst 
case error and derive an asymptotic expression for the minimax error; that is, 
ET = inf J r (F )  (2.8) 
F 
is the minimum error over the observation interval [0, T] and 
E _a_ lim Er  
T--* oo 
(2.9) 
is the asymptotic quantity of interest. To simplify the notation, the T dependence 
of most quantities is not explicitly indicated. 
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The first step towards computing the minimax filtering error E is to introduce 
coordinate functions on L2[0, T]. These functions permit the specification of the a 
priori signaling set G in terms of the frequency domain. This, and the translation 
of the maximum filtering error Jr(F) into frequency terms occupies the rest of this 
section. 
The a priori signaling set G is specified in the frequency domain. Since L2[0, T] 
is a separable Hilbert space, it is isomorphic to 12, the Hilbert space of square 
summable sequences of complex numbers [1, p. 26]. The standard inner product 
between elements x and y is denoted 
(x, y) __a y. XkYk* (2.10) 
keZ 
with resulting norm 
Ilxll 2 Ixkl 2. (2.11) 
k~Z 
To identify the isomorphism precisely, let {~bk(t)}, k e Z, be a complete orthonormal 
basis for L2[0, T]. The (frequency) coordinates of x(t) become 
xk (x, = x(t)4)*(t)dt. (2.12) 
The time signal x(t) is associated with x e 12 consisting of the coordinates {Xk}. 
The coordinates of x(- ) are used to specify the signaling set G. Define a semi-norm 
on La[0, T] (and hence/2) 
Ilxlls  Ilxlls  a lx l (2.13) 
k 
where { ak} k~-oo is a sequence of (possibly T-dependent) constants. Let the signaling 
set be an ellipsoid in L2[0, T] specified by 
G & {x ~ L2[0, T]: Ilxll=  P" T} (2.14) 
where P is a positive, time independent constant. The multiplication by T allows 
the signal energy to grow linearly with observation length, hence P is the upper 
bound of normalized energy for the signaling set. 
Until now, we have been quite general. Now we make some specific assumptions 
which will define the problem that we are going to solve. We now choose the {~bk(t)} 
to be complex exponentials. 
A 1 21riktl T ~bk(t) =~ e , k~Z. (2.15) 
The {ak}k°°-__oo are taken to be sampled values of some function G(-) ;  i.e., 
akA-lG(k) , k~Z, (2.16) 
where G:R ~ C is an even (complex) function, piecewise continuous on bounded 
intervals. 
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Remark 1. One interpretation of the signal constraint (2.13) (but by no means the 
only one) is to consider a linear time-invariant etwork whose impulse response is 
g(. ) and transfer function (Fourier transform of the impulse response) is G(. ). As 
such, G would be continuous and vanish as t ~ +~. Let x ~ L2[0, T] be extended 
periodically with period T and the output of this network due to the periodic 
input is 
Z (~(k]  Xk e2~rikt/T. (2.17) 
keZ \1 /  
Hence the energy of the output is 
G Ixkl 2= Ilxll . (2.18) 
Consequently, the signal class described by (2.13) consists of all periodic signals 
of period T whose energy at the output of network G(- ) is less than P. T. 
Designate the coordinate random variables of ~(- ) by 
dr. (2.19) 
The ~:k are guaranteed to exist by the integrability of r(- ) on [0, T] [9, p. 80]. The 
stochastic process ~:(. ) may be represented by a uniformly (in time) mean square 
convergent sum on [0, T] [4, pp. 454-456]. 
st(t) = Z Srk~bk(t), 0~ < t ~< T. (2.20) 
k~z 
Designate the vector of ~k by ~. These random coordinates are used to translate 
Jr(" ) into the frequency domain. 
The estimation problem is now shifted from the time domain L2[0, T] to the 
frequency domain 12. Denote the Banach space of bounded linear operators on/2 
by B(/2). Elements of B(/2) are considered to be infinite dimensional matrices with 
entries Fkn, k, n ~ Z.  The  action of {Fkn}E B(/2) on x~ 12 is given by 
(FX)k  a= y~ Fk,,X,, (2.21) 
n~Z 
and 
Fx  = (. . . , ( Fx )_ l  , ( Fx )o ,  ( Fx )~,  . . .). 
An element F e B(L=[0, T]) is identified with {Fk,,} through the formula 
Fk,, = ( FdA,, Ok).  
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
Because of this mapping, F or {F,,k} will denote an element of B(L2[0, T]) or B(12) 
depending upon the context, and Fk., the entries of the infinite dimensional matrix 
representing F. 
C ~  ,~oor ~f~ un.de en Informa~ca 
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We are now in a position to translate Jr(" ) into the frequency domain. First, 
designate the estimate of the kth frequency component of x(t) by ;k, 
~k = Y~ Fk,,y,,. (2.24) 
nEZ 
By utilizing (2.23), (2.24), and noting that [[~:[] is an integrable random variable, a 
straightforward manipulation yields 
1 2 +l  E ii F :ll =. (2.25) sup --41l(I-F)xll 
T IIxlI~<~P.T 1 
I is the identity operator on 12. This expression requires further manipulation. To 
proceed, let us consider the autocorrelation function r(. ) as defining an integral 
operator on L2[0, T]. The action of r(.) on an element 0 of L2[0, T] is given by 
an integral 
(r. ~)(t) = r( t -  r)O( r) dr. (2.26) 
For each fixed T, (2.26) defines a bounded linear operator on L2[0, T], with kernel 
r( . )  [6, p. 270]. Through (2.23) this operator becomes a bounded linear operator, 
designated R, on 12 with 
Rk.=(r" d~,,, q~k) 
1 IorIore2~ik'/Tr(t--r) e-2~im/Tdtdr ' =¥ 
and 
foo 1 (sin T(X-k/r)) 2 
Rkk = _ --~ \ ~--(-~  ~ "~ ] dM(a)  
=f~oorT(a -k )  dM(A) 
The last line is taken to define convolution (*). 
a 1 (sin~rTh~2=( ~-)^ 
K T ( A ) = -~ \ -~--A / 1 -  + 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
is the standard Fej& kernel and ^  denotes the Plancherel transform on L2(R). ( .)+ 
denotes the maximum of • and 0. 
Much more can be said about R. Since r(-) is a non-negative definite function 
we have 
(r. qJ, ~)~>0 for all O~L2[0, T] (2.30) 
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and consequently R is also non-negative definite. The trace of R, Tr(R), is defined 
as  
Tr(R) _a_ • (r. g'k, q'k) = Z Rkk (2.31) 
k~Z k~Z 
where {~-/k}, k ~ Z, is a complete orthonormal basis for L:[0, T]. Since R is non- 
negative definite (2.31) is basis independent [6, p. 206]. Consequently, the finiteness 
of the defining measure M(A) assures that R is trace class, i.e. 
f ~ 1 (sin'rrr(k/T-A)) zTr(R):k~Z _~T\ ~--~/-T--Ai dM(A) 
f~ (sin av(k -A T)]2 
=TffooldM(A) 
= T- r (0 )< oo. (2.32) 
The interchange of summation and integration is justified by a series version of the 
monotone and dominated convergence theorems and the transition from the second 
to third line uses the Poisson summation formula [1, p. 111]. 
The work of translating Jr(" ) into the frequency domain is completed by a 
straightforward manipulation which yields 
E II II = = Tr (F*  FR) (2.33) 
where F is the bounded linear estimation procedure, and F* is its Hilbert space 
adjoint (transpose and conjugate the infinite dimensional matrix). 
Combining (2.25), and (2.33) yields the 12 expression for the maximum normalized 
error over the signaling set G using the linear filtering procedure F; 
I +i  JT(F)= sup ~ll(l-F)xl] 2 Tr(F*FR). (2.34) 
ilxll2~e.T T 
For fixed observation i terval [0, T] the minimum filtering error is 
inf JT( F). (2.35) 
F 
Expressions for the optimal filters are not readily obtained, so a simple diagonal 
suboptimal structure is proposed and shown to behave optimally in an asymptotic 
sense. That is, the error incurred by their use converges to 
E = lim inf JT(F) (2.36) 
T-~oo F 
as the observation i terval becomes unbounded. 
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3. Solution 
In this section we derive an expression for the asymptotic minimax error (2.36). 
The strategy is twofold. First, introduce suboptimal estimators which can be easily 
analyzed. This analysis leads to an exact error expression for the suboptimal filtering 
problem on the finite time interval [0, T]. An asymptotic error equation follows 
readily from this finite time expression. Second, the asymptotic error using the 
optimal linear estimators i  shown to be equal to the limiting suboptimal error, 
proving that the suboptimal estimators are actually asymptotically optimal. 
An exact expression for the optimal inear estimator on [0, T] is not easily found, 
hence we examine more tractable suboptimal designs. The simplest structures 
formulate the estimates of the kth signal frequency component only in terms of the 
kth data point Yk rather than incorporate other frequency data, as a more general 
estimator could. This implies that F is diagonal. 
Designate a suboptimal estimator by D and its entries by {dk}, 
D = diag(.. . ,  d_l, do, d l , . . . ) ,  sup Idkl <oo. (3.1) 
kEZ 
Then J r (D)  becomes 
JT(D)= sup 1 2 1 itxg p.T'T 1(1- dk)xkl Rkkldkl2" (3.2) 
The suboptimal problem is completed by exhibiting the diagonal estimators D which 
minimize Jr(D).  
Call an estimator F admissible if
1 
-- sup II(Z-F)xll =<~ (3.3) 
T ilxll2<p. T 
and let D c B(/2) be the set of all admissible diagonal estimators. D is nonempty 
since I ~ D. A Lagrange argument utilized in the next lemma provides the desired 
suboptimal solution. 
Lemma 1. The minimum of Jr(" ) over D is achieved by setting 
where y is chosen to minimize the filtering error ES°(y), 
1 E ESr°(Y) & Y" P+ T k~z 
that is 
min JT.( D) = min ES°( y). 
D 3,30 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
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Proof. See Appendix. 
The limiting value of (3.5) provides the asymptotic filtering error of the diagonal 
estimators (3.4). The sum in (3.5) is a Riemann sum approximating a well defined 
integral. 
Proposition 1 
.1  Rkk(1 3'1/21G(k)])~ I (1  3"~/21G(A)I)2 dM(A). (3.6) - = - 
Proof. See Appendix. 
Combining Lemma 1 and Proposition 1 completes the analysis for the diagonal 
suboptimal estimators. 
Theorem 1. Under observation model (2.1) and signal set (2.14), G(. ) even and 
piece-wise continuous, the diagonal estimators which minimize the worst case error 
(2.34) are given by 
D=diag( (1-3" , /2[G(k) l )+ ) (3.7) 
or  
( " lG(k)l) x(t)  = Yk 1-  r ,  
k + 
where 
(3.8) 
The value of 3', is chosen to minimize the filtering error 
ES°(3') = 3," P+I  ~"T keZ Rkk( l -3"~/2lG(k)  
that is 
ES°(Y,) = min ES°(3'). (3.1 1) 
",/~0 
Further, the limiting value of the filtering error per unit time as the observation i terval 
becomes unbounded is
E s°--a lim ES°(3,,) 
T~oo 
=min {3,. P+ I~  (1-3,~/21G(A)[)2 (3.12) 
2 
+, (3.10) 
Yk -- ~ y(t) e -2~ikt/r dt. (3.9) 
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Remark 2. The existence of the minimum in (3.12), as opposed to the weaker 
infinum, is established as follows: Define 
Y(T) -~ V" P+ I_~oo (1-T1/2JG( A)])2 dM(A) (3.13) 
and note that Y is continuous on [0, o0]. Now Y(0) = r(0), hence inf~>o Y(T) <~ r(0). 
Further, y. P<~ Y(T), so for T> r(0)/P we have Y(T)~ > r(0). Hence without loss 
of generality we may restrict our attention to some interval [0, b] (b > r(O)/P) and 
conclude that 
inf Y(T)= inf Y(y). 
3,>~0 3,~[0,b] 
A continuous function on a compact set always attains its minimum. 
The properties of the optimal estimators may now be investigated via the sub- 
optimal diagonal estimators (3.7). Denote the diagonal estimators of Theorem 1 by 
{D} and we have 
J r (D)  I> inf.IT(F) = Er (3.14) 
F 
and thus 
ESr°~ > Er. (3.15) 
Allowing T to approach infinity gives 
ES°~ > lim ET. (3.16) 
T~cx~ 
The suboptimal filtering error is always an upper bound for the optimal filtering 
error. The business of the remainder of this section is to show that, under some 
technical restrictions on r(. ) and G(. ), that first, the limiting asymptotic error E 
exists 
lim ET = lim E7r (3.17) 
T~oo T~oo 
and second, E meets the suboptimal asymptotic error 
E s° = E. (3.18) 
Remark 3. In deriving the upper bounds (3.15) and (3.16), no restrictions are placed 
on the autocorrelation of the corrupting random noise. It is defined in terms of a 
finite spectral measure. Also, IG(A)I is only assumed to be even and piecewise- 
continuous on bounded intervals, it could even possibly be unbounded, as A 
approaches infinity. 
Technical Conditions 1. (1) There exists a continuous pectral density function S(. ) 
and constant A such that 
r(,)=f~ooS(A)e2~i~dA (3.19) 
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and 
r(~') = 0 for I~'[ I> A. (3.20) 
(2) There exists a positive constant C1 such that 
[G(A)[<~C1, A ~R. (3.21) 
Remark 4. The assumption that r(. ) has compact support indicates that the noise 
is assumed to be uncorrelated after sufficient ime lag A, fixed for the particular 
noise process. The "whiteness" of ~ for large time lags is not a bad engineering 
approximation--estimators of autocorrelation are typically best for small time lags, 
their reliability deteriorating as the time lag increases. A long time lag whiteness 
assumption is in some sense a worst case assumption--it s saying that the noise is 
not perfectly known, so assume the worst. Usually a white noise background is the 
most difficult to filter against. Additionally, note that the signal set consists of 
periodic functions which satisfy the energy-frequency onstraints (2.14). If G is 
given the interpretation of Remark 1, then G(-)  satisfies the technical condition. 
We stress that even without hese technical conditions that (3.12) is an upper bound 
for the filtering error. 
These two technical conditions allow us to construct a modified error criterion 
-It based on an approximating version of the r(. ) kernel. The asymptotic limit of 
the JT is readily computed and is equal to E s°. The desired result is established by 
showing that JT and JT behave similarly in the limit. 
The idea behind the above is to introduce a "circulant" approximation to R. For 
T> 2A extend r(-) periodically, with period T, and call this periodic extension 
/r(" )- This is a new integral operator on L2[0, T]. Denote the bounded linear 
operator it represents on/2 by L. From the periodicity of l(-) it is easy to see that 
its eigenfunctions are 
Ok(t)=e 2"~ik'/r (3.22) 
with corresponding eigenvalues 
hk = s (k ) ,  keZ. (3.23) 
The entries of L become 
=~S(n/T), n=k, (3.24) 
Lkn [0, otherwise. 
Based on this simple diagonal structure define an alternative rror criterion 
1 JT(F) ~='~ sup II(I-F)xlI2+ITr(F*FL) (3.25) 
IIxlI~P'T T 
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and note that 
[Jr(F) - J r (F) l  = TITr(F*  F(R - L))] 
IIFII  1 E (3.26) 
1 kcZ 
where Ak(T) are the eigenvalues of the "error" integral operator AT(-). 
At(r)  =a l ( z ) -  r(r), -- T ~< r<~ T. (3.27) 
The right-hand side of (3.26) is finite since At ( ' )  as a difference of trace class 
operators is again trace class, but much more may be said. 
Proposition 2. The eigenvalues ;tk (T) are absolutely summable and independent of T. 
Proof. See Appendix. 
Now let e > 0 be an arbitrary positive number and choose {F,} such that 
ET = inf J r (F)  >1 JT( F,)  - e. 
F 
From (2.32), 
ET = inf J r (F)  <~ Jr( I )  = r(O) 
F 
and hence 
Proposition 3. Under the boundedness assumption on G(. ), if {F} satisfy 
JT( F) <~ constant 
for all T, then IIFIIo  C, where C is a positive constant independent of T. 
Proof. See Appendix. 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
(3.33) 
Lemma 2. Let A = diag(. . . ,  A-l, A0, h i , . . . ) ,  '~k ~ O, and define 
1 2 1 
J r (F )= sup -fll(I-F)xll +--f Tr(F*FA). 
llxll2 <~ p. T 
Consequently, the right-hand side of (3.26) tends to zero as T approaches infinity 
and thus 
I JT(F,)- - JT(F,) I~O as T~oo. (3.32) 
To establish our asymptotic result it only remains to investigate infFJr(F).  
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The solution to the minimax problem 
min JT(F) 
F 
is given by the diagonal matrix 
D = diag(. . . ,  d- l ,  do, d l , . . . ) ,  _ 112 dk = l - -T,  
where y, is chosen to minimize 
1 
ET('y) & "y • P +'~ ~, 
k¢Z 
1- :1 
(3.34) 
and 
]~T a--" min ET(T)= ET(T,)=min Jr(F). 
• ,/~>0 F 
2 
+, (3.36) 
(3.37) 
Proof. See Appendix. 
Let Ak = S(k/T)  and denote the minimizers of JT(" ) as {D.}; hence 
and 
lim ET = min { y " P + I~oo 
T->~ T~>O 
S(A)(I - G(A)I)2+ dA } 
However 
(3.38) 
= E s°. (3.39) 
JT(F,)/> .~(D, )  = ET, (3.40) 
(3.41) lim L (F , )  I> lim L (D , )  = E s°. 
Then (3.28) gives 
lim ET i> lim J r (F . )  - e, (3.42) 
and combining (3.16), (3.32), (3.41) and (3.42) we conclude that 
E s° >t lim Er/> lim Er/> E s° - e. (3.43) 
Since e is arbitrary, the desired asymptotic result is established. 
Theorem 2. Under observation model (2.1) and a priori signal constraint (2.14) for 
r(. ) and G(. ) satisfying Technical Conditions 1, the asymptotic minimax filtering 
error E is 
E = min { y " P + I~_o~ S( A )(1- y~/2IG( A)I)2 dA } (3.44) 
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The following corollary is immediate from Theorems 1 and 2. 
Corollary. Under Technical Conditions 1 the diagonal suboptimal estimates 
x(t) = ~k~Z Yk( 1 -7 ' /2  G(k) I )÷  e2~rikt/T 
where 7 is chosen to minimize 
(3.45) 
 346, 
are asymptotically optimal; that is, the error incurred by their use converges to the 
asymptotic minimax error E (3.44) as the observation internal becomes unbounded. 
Remark 5. This corollary establishes the asymptotic optimality of simple, diagonal 
estimators. There are two cases for which diagonal estimates are optimal for finite 
observation intervals. The above derivations remain intact if {~bk} is an arbitrary 
complete orthonormal set for L2[0, T]. Suppose the {~bk} are chosen to be the 
Karhunen-Lo6ve xpansion basis for the random process ~:(.). The coordinate 
random variables are orthogonal by construction and consequently the bounded 
linear operator R representing r(.)  in the frequency domain is diagonal. The 
diagonal entries are precisely the eigenvalues of r(. ) [9, pp. 81-88], 
hk~bk(t)= r(t-z)dpk(~') dz. (3.47) 
The diagonal estimators 
, (3.48) 
+ 
where y is chosen to minimize the minimax error ET 
are optimal by an application of Lemma 2. The difficulty in this approach lies with 
the signal constraint set G. G is specified in terms of the K -L  basis functions {~bk} 
which lack the intuitiveness of the complex exponential basis. We could of course 
have developed our results along this more abstract line. The approach we chose 
to exhibit our techniques was to select an easily understood signal constraint criterion 
based on sinusoidal frequency content, develop simple suboptimal diagonal 
estimators and show that they behave optimally on unbounded observation i tervals. 
As a second example of optimal diagonal estimators on finite observation i tervals 
[0, T], consider a stochastic noise process ~(- ) possessing a periodic autocorrelation 
function r(. ) with period r0 > 0. Let the spectral measure M(- ) consist of summable 
positive jumps ak /T  at hk = k/7o. Suppose the observation interval [0, T] is an 
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exact multiple of the noise process period to, that is T = Nro, N is a positive integer. 
Let {4~k} be the standard complex exponential basis, then the R matrix becomes 
Rkn (3.50) t0 otherwise, 
or RNk.Nk = ak for k e Z, and all other entries are zero. An application of Lemma 2 
shows the optimality of diagonal estimators dk, 
<lo(-:tl/: 
where 3' is chosen to minimize the filtering error 
, ,+ o (1 <lo( 0)l) i 
(3.51) 
(3.52) 
4. Examples 
Example 1. Low frequency signal. Let ~:(. ) have autocorrelation r(. ) and spectral 
density S(-) with r ( r )= 0 for Irl I> A. Let 
1, IAI (4.1) 
G(A) = 0, otherwise, 
be the a priori signal constraint. This constraint allows signals with arbitrarily large 
low frequency energy and limits the energy above fc to be less than or equal to P. 
The asymptotic minimax filtering error is obtained by minimizing E(- ). 
E (y )= y. P+(No-Eh)+(1-yl/2)EEh. (4.2) 
Eh is the energy of the noise process in the high frequency range 
I/ Eh & 2 S(A ) dA (4.3) 
and No is the total noise energy, No --a r(0). Setting E ' (y )=0 one determines that 
rain E(n) = No • (4.4) 
v~o P + Eh 
For concreteness uppose 
( I~l\ and • 2 /sin 7tAA\ 
r ( r )=No 1 - '  '/A]+ S(A)=NoA~ ~r-~ )" (4.5) 
Define 
Io~ [sin "trh] 2 
--~(x)~2 l ~A _1 dA (4.6) 
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and thus we have 
Emin  1-~-.(Afc) 
-1  
No (4.7) 
Example 2. Bandpass ignal constraint. Suppose a signal is known to lie within a 
passband 2B about a center frequency fo and possess small broadband signal 
components. This translates into a signal constraint 
G(A)__ { 1 , Ix ±fol , 
i /e,  otherwise, (4.8) 
where e is a small number representing the presence of the broadband signal 
components. The asymptotic minimax filtering error is obtained by minimizing E( .  ) 
and 
E(3')=3' .  P+(No-Eb)  1-  +(1-3"U2)2E b. (4.9) 
Here Eb is the energy of the noise process in the passband region, 
f So+8 Eb __a 2 S(A) dA (4.10) d fo-B 
and No is the total noise energy. Setting E'(3") equal to zero implies 
3'min = e2[ (N° -Eb) -FeEb  12 
(No-  ~ ~--~ 2(-~-Eb) j . (4.11) 
This value of 3'min is only good for 
Eb 
e i> .... , (4.12) 
P+ Eb 
otherwise 1- 71/21/e < 0 which invalidates the derivation of (4.11). Assuming (4.12), 
the minimum error is obtained by evaluating (4.9) at 3"rain- 
(1 -- e )2Eb( No - Eb) + eZPNo 
min E(3') = E(ymi~) = (4.13) 
~,~o ( No-  Eb ) + e2( p + Eb ) 
In this case the suboptimal filter passes all frequencies with attenuation (1 - -  ~/2~ Tmin]  
in the range Ih-t-fo[<~ B and attenuation (1 -  1/2 3'rain(I/e)) elsewhere. On the other 
hand, when e < Eb/ (P+ Eb) the minimax filter has gain (1 - -  ~/2~ 7min) within the pass- 
band but blocks all other frequencies. In this case 
Eb 
Tra in  m - -  P+Eb 
and the asymptotic minimax filter error becomes 
PEb 
minr~o E (3') = E (3'rain) - p + E------~" 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
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Example 3. Smoothness constraint. Assume that the a priori signal is smooth in the 
sense that it possesses q derivatives and the normalized energy in the qth derivative 
is bounded by P; that is 
l l o r  -~ Ix<q)(t)l 2dt<~ P. (4.16) 
Under this assumption, integration by parts shows that the signal constraint function 
G(A) has the form 
[G(A)I 2= (2-rrA)2q. (4.17) 
Let us assume that we are filtering in the presence of very wide band white noise 
with spectral density No then (3.12) is an upper bound of the minimax filtering 
error. Then 
E(y)=T.P+2(-~)y-'/2q[ 2q2 ] (4.18) 
(q+ 1)(2q+ 1) " 
Set E'(y) to zero and solve for Ymin, the minimizer of E(3,). We find 
[2No q ]2q/<2q+~) 
Ymin= 2"rr (q+ 1)(2q+ 1).[ 
The least upper bound for filtering error is E (Ymi.). 
min E(~,) = E(3,.,i.) 
"y;~0 
"~-(--~0) l/(2q+l)NO( :2"~ 1)) 
\x/2"tr( q+ 
(4.19) 
2q/(2q+D 
( l+q)  1/~20+'). (4.20) 
5. Conclusions 
An expression for the asymptotic error for filtering over a non-random signaling 
set was derived. Non-random in this context means that the signal is any from a 
pre-designated subset of square-integrable functions on the time interval [0, T]. 
Because the signal acks the usual random descriptors a minimax strategy isadopted. 
A linear estimation procedure is sought which minimizes the worst case error 
(normalized mean square error) over the a priori signal set. By use of Fourier series 
techniques in our analysis, we are essentially viewing a periodic signal waveform 
(described by the Fourier coefficients {[G(k/T)I}) corrupted by a sample function 
from a wide sense stationary stochastic process ~(- ) possessing autocorrelation r(. ) 
and spectral measure M(. ). In the frequency domain diagonal suboptimal estimators 
provide an asymptotic error upper bound under these quite general conditions. 
Diagonal estimators are the only time invariant filter forms on L2[0, T] as they 
represent periodic convolution kernels in the time domain. In the special case of 
periodic corrupting noise these time invariant estimators are actually optimal under 
the minimax criterion. Under certain technical conditions on the signal constraint 
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function G(. ) and noise spectral measure M(- ) the suboptimal diagonal estimators 
are asymptotically optimal in the sense that the true minimax filtering error converges 
to the upper bound provided by the suboptimal structures. 
Our results have been aimed at assessing the asymptotic performance bounds of 
non-causal filters. Non-causal filters, contrary to intuition, are utilized in digital 
signal processing quite frequently. If real-time processing is not required, the data 
may be stored in computer memory and then processed non-causally at a later time. 
Furthermore, a non-causal filter could be implemented in real-time if one can 
withstand asufficient time delay. Non-causal filters are studied because they provide 
upper bounds to performance of causal filters, whose analysis may be quite involved. 
Asymptotic analysis of filter performance has had a long history in the engineering 
literature, as this yields performance upper bounds for finite time filtration which 
would otherwise be very difficult or impossible to analyze. Our method is essentially 
a rigorous version of the so-called SPLOT (stationary process long observation time) 
case discussed extensively in Van Trees [8]. Here, his heuristic analysis obtains 
asymptotic formulas based upon the premise that the random coordinates of a 
stochastic process become "uncorrelated" as the observation time becomes 
unbounded. Our techniques rigorize this notion. 
Lemma 2 shows that if we use the K-L  basis as a complete orthonormal set for 
L2[0, T] that the derived diagonal estimators are actually optimal. Unfortunately 
this leads to a highly unintuitive description of the a priori signal set G. The attendant 
difficulties incurred by the K-L  basis (both in computation and understanding) 
restrict its usefulness in this filtering problem. Rather, solving this problem in terms 
of the exponentials and applying simple diagonal estimators i justified by their 
asymptotic optimality. 
A more probabilistic approach to the minimax filtering problem is found in Pinsker 
[5]. He assumes that the basis functions by which the a priori signal set is described 
are precisely the K-L  basis of the noise stochastic process. By assuming Gaussian 
additive noise, the random coefficients are independent and a fairly complicated 
probabilistic argument yields the asymptotic optimality of the diagonal inear esti- 
mates. Our approach as been to assume an arbitrary wide sense stationary noise 
process (modulo a technical condition) and show the asymptotic optimality of 
diagonal estimators using Fourier techniques. This approach requires that the energy 
in the random coordinates be finite. In Pinsker, there is an interplay between random 
process energy and the a priori signal set description which allows him to deal with 
infinite mean square energy processes under suitable signal set constraints. Our 
methods also yield asymptotic upper bounds. Examine the limiting value of the 
filtering error (3.44). For example, let the additive noise be band limited white noise 
1, Ix l<n,  
S(A)= 0, otherwise, 
and assume that IG(A)I-,  ~ as x -~ oo then the limit of the integral in (3.44) is clearly 
finite as B approaches infinity to give the minimax filtering result in white noise. 
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Appendix 
Our Lemma I and Lemma 2 are a generalization of a lemma which appears in [7]. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Recall 
J T (F )= sup {I(I-F)xlI2+ITr(F*FR) (A.1) 
ilxll~<~ P T 
where T has been absorbed into x by replacing x/x/'-T by x. Let D be a generic 
element of D and then 
J T (D)= sup ~, J(1--dk)Xkl2+ 1 ,x,~,, k~z T k~z Rkkldkl=" 
Examine the sup term: 
sup ~ [(1-- dk)Xkl 2 subjectto ~ adxkl2<~P. 
k~Z k~Z 
(A.2) 
(A.3) 
For simplicity, we have set ak = IG(k/T) I  2. Denote the maximizer by {Xk}. A standard 
perturbation argument shows that 
I(1 - dk)l 2 - "Yak = 0 whenever X k :~ O, (A.4) 
and the solution to (A.3) becomes: set all Xk to zero except one. Choose kl ti maximize 
I1 - dkl 2 
- 3' (A.5) 
ak 
and set 
~(P/ak) 1/2, k=k l ,  (A.6) 
Xk = 10, otherwise. 
Therefore, the sup term may be rewritten as 
sup Y, I(1--d~)Xk[ 2= P" sup I I -dd2  (A.7) 
ilxll2<p k~Z k~Z ak 
and (A.2) becomes 
J T (D)= P" sup [1-dkl2+ 1 ~ Rkkld~l 2. (A.8) 
k~Z ak T k~Z 
Now to determine dk, first consider those ak which meet the maximum y; that is 
II-dkl2= ak3". (A.9) 
In general the dk could be complex; however, for {dk} to minimize J r (D) ,  it must 
be the case that they are real and positive. For the time being assume Rkk > 0, k s Z. 
To assure that (A.8) is minimized the Idol = must be as small as possible. A Lagrange 
argument minimizing Idkl 2 subject o the constraint l1-dkl 2= aky shows that dk is 
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real. Further dk is non-negative otherwise J r (D)  could be reduced by replacing dk 
by Idol, i.e. [1-Idkll 1 + Idol for dk ~ R. Thus dk ~0 as advertised. (A.9) implies 
elk = 1 ± v/-akT. (A.IO) 
It must be that dk = 1--x//--ak~/ as long as ak'y <~ 1 since 1 + ax/-~ky can be replaced 
by 1 -  ax~ky and reduce JT(D). If aky> 1, JT(D) can still be made smaller by 
using 1-ax/-a~ky<0 which cannot be, hence the ak cannot meet the bound (A.5). 
For these, dk = 0, otherwise JT(D) could be reduced. Consequently 
dk=(1-- ax/~k~)+=(1--'Y /2 o (k )  ) ,+ (A.11) 
and plugging these into the error expression (A.8) gives 
minimum err°r = min { y" P+I  ~ ~ o  T k~Z Rkk( 1-'Y1/2 
Suppose some of the Rkk are  zero. For k such that Rkk ~ 0 the above argument may 
be repeated yielding dk = (1 -  71/21G(k/T)I)+. As for the others, consider 
minimum error=P- y+-~ F~ Rkk 1--Y ~/2 G +-- Y~ Rkkldkl 2. (A.13) 
Rkk~O T Rkk=O 
The filter coefficients for k such that Rkk = 0 do not enter into the error expression 
(A.13) hence their values are irrelevant and we are free to choose them to be 
(1-71/:IG(k/T)I)+. In this case the filter may not be unique but nevertheless 
provides a minimax error. [] 
Proof of Lemma 2. Let /~k = Rkk and apply the results of Lemma 1. For Fz  B(/2) 
define 
jO(F)Ap, supll--Fkd2 ~1 E xklFkkl 2, (A.14) 
keZ ak T k~Z 
and note that for diagonal operators D 
and 
J°r( D) = JT( D), (A.15) 
JT(D)=.JT(D). (A.16) 
Let ce C with Icl = 1 and define ek to have all zero components except with c in 
the kth place. Noting that I](P/ak)l/Eekl[ 2s= P we have 
.~T(F) = sup II(I-F)xlI2+ITr(F*FA) 
Hxll2~P 
 sup--II(I-F)ekl12+ Tr(F*FA) 
keZ ak 
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I(1-F )cl2+ Z IFmkcl = 
m~k 1 
= P. sup ~- Tr(F*FA) 
k~Z Ok --T 
>i P" sup I1- Fkkl 2 ~_1 Tr(F*FA ) 
keZ ak T 
= J°(F). (A.17) 
Let D be the minimizer of Jr(" ) over D. As a consequence of the proof of Lemma 
1 and noting (A.615) we have 
J°r(F)>~ Jr(D). (A.18) 
Combining (A.17), (A.18), and (A.16) yields 
J r (F)  >I jO(F) I> Jr(D) = Jr(D) (A.19) 
and thus D minimizes Jr as claimed• [] 
Proposition 1. Let H : R ~ R be a non-negative function bounded by constant C and 
almost everywhere continuous with respect o Lebesque measure, then 
1 
Proof .  
lim 1 (k )  (k )  
k~Z 
~ . 1 k k 
(A.21) 
(A.22) 
at points of continuity of H. To see this let Xo be a point of continuity of H, then 
given e > 0 there exists a 8 > 0 such that I x -  Xol < 8 implies IH(xo) - H(x)[ < e. 
Define 
ara - -{k~z:k~(xo-8 ,  Xo+8)} (A.23) 
• 1 K k 
The summation and integration may be interchanged since the integral is non- 
negative. The limit may be moved inside the integral by dominated convergence, 
since the integrand is bounded. The proof is finished if we can show 
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and denote its complement by A]-. We have 
H k k 2C 1 ITk~-'A~. ( (--T) -H(x°))gT(-T-X°)l ~,.IT2T2 k~A~. (k/Z-xo)2" 
First assume that Xo> 0 and consider k such that k> T(6+Xo); then 
2C 1 2C1 "°~ 1 
,rr2T 2 k>T(a+Xo) (k/T--Xo) 2<~-~ T~+Txo-1 (x -  Txo) 2 J dx  m 
2C 1 
2 xr T8 -1  
(A.24) 
E 
2 
(A.25) 
for fixed 8 and T sufficiently large. This argument may be repeated for k < T ( -8  + Xo) 
yielding 
for T sufficiently large. Clearly an analogous argument can be made if Xo <~ 0. Now 
_ k {sin,rtT(k/T-xo)~2[ 
[ (k )  {sin'rrT(k/T-xo)~ 2 
k~A~. 
(sin T(k/r-Xo)  2 
=2e, (A.27) 
for T sufficiently large and since e is arbitrary the desired limit is established. The 
fight-hand side of the first line follows from the Poisson summation formula. [] 
Proposition 2. The eigenvalues of AT(Z) are independent of T (under the assumption 
that T> 2A). 
Proof. The eigenvalue problem is 
fo A~b(t) = Ar(t-r)d/(~')d~', (A.28) 
where A(~-) _a__/r(r) -- r(z). Since AT(" ) is continuous and ~b(-) ~ L2[0, T] c LI[0, T], 
the eigenfunctions must be continuous on (0, T), left and fight continuous at 0 and 
T respectively. Let us break the problem into three cases. 
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Case 1: A<t< T -A .  In this region Ar( t - r )=-O for re[0,  T], so 
io )tO(z)= Ar( t - r )O( r )d¢=O 
and thus 
(A.29) 
0(t) =0 for A < - t<~ T -A .  (A.30) 
Consider functions f ( t )  and g(t) defined on [0, A] with f (A )=g(0)=0 pieced 
together to form 0(t). 
I f ( t ) ,  0 <- t<~A, 
0(t) = ~0, A <- t<~ T -A ,  (A.31) 
[ g( t - (T -A) ) ,  T-A<~t<~ T. 
Case 2 :0  <~ t<~ A. In this region (A.28) may be rewritten as 
L , xf (n)  = r(r-A-n)g(T)dr (A.32) 
for 0~A.  
Case 3: T -A  <~ t~ T. In this region (A.28) may be rewritten 
(A.33) Ag(r/) = r(~'+ A- r l ) f ( r )  dz 
for 0~ r/<~A. 
The eigenfunctions may now be determined by solving (A.32) and (A.33). Noting 
(A.31), the solutions in no way depend on T, hence the eigenvalues are independent 
ofT. [] 
Proposition 3. Let G(.  ) be as in Technical Condition 1, if 
Jr(FT) <~ constant for all T> 0 
then {Fr} is uniformly bounded in the 11" IIo norm. 
(A.34) 
Proof. (A.34) implies that 
sup I1(1- F~)xll 2 <~constant. (A.35) 
Ilxll2~p 
From the definition of the I1" I1~ norm and Technical Conditions 1, we have 
2~ 0~< Ilxlls-~ c~llxll = 
Now suppose that IIf~llo-~ ~, then I l I -  f~llo-, oo and there exists a sequence {xr}, 
xre/2, such that IIx~ll <- ] and I1(I- fT)x~ll-~oo. Define 
~4-P 
ZT- C1 xr 
and we have a sequence with [Izrll2<~ f but [[(I-Fr)zrl[2->oo which contradicts 
(A.35). [] 
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